NURSERY HOME LEARNING
WEEK 5(10)- Seeds and Growing

SUMMER 2

This week we are thinking about seeds and growing. Watch this story told on you
tube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTjZmpIfS-c
Try something new each day. Remember to enjoy learning through play. Ask your
child questions to develop and extend their learning

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Have fun with phonics
Continue to have fun with phonics with a focus on SATPIN
Big Cat phonics –song of sounds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZfjUQ6IEQs
We sing the song of sounds every day in nursery, practise the actions and saying
the sounds
Try some word building using blocks or bricks. Can you build your name?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Drawing and labelling a plant
Can you draw a plant and label the different parts? We have previously done
this in nursery, so it would be good to revisit this learning.
Look at some plants when you go for a walk or if you have some in your garden.
Talk about what plants need to help them grow and how we need to care for
them.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Reading
Share story books every day. Turn the pages and talk about what they can see in the pictures.
Listen to stories on cbeebieshttps://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/guide/cbeebies

Get moving!
Name writing- Practice writing their name-tracing/copying and independently
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Encourage your child to Dress and undress independently
Can you try brain breaks-Singing in the rain
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbFGojJxqoo

Growing a grass head
This shows you how to make one of these grass
heads
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQhLGX0MmpQ
You can also just use a cup or a pot. Fill with soil
and sprinkle grass seeds on top. You can decorate
the cup by drawing your face or putting a photo on
the cup. Don’t forget to water it!
When the grass grows to long you can give your grass head a haircut!
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Cress heads
Can you try planting some cress, again you can make it fun by drawing a
face. You can grow it on damp cotton wool, then when it is ready you can
taste it. Maybe try it in a sandwich

Maths – shape sorting
Cut out or mark out shapes. Find some objects around your house or cut out
pictures to sort. Talk to your child about the shapes they see around the house.
What shape is a clock?
Go on a shape hunt. How many rectangles can you find?

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Seed Song
In nursery we have learnt the seed song, enjoy singing!

ehttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=da_LbBewte8
Find a little seed, plant it in the ground,
Wait for it to grow, don’t disturb it
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Don’t expect to see, changes overnight
If you wait a while you’re find new life
Sunshine will come, raindrops will fall
Your little seed will grow again
Soon there will be, a day in spring
when your seed blossoms and grows
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